INDIVIDUAL AWARD ENTRY

Advisers: Photocopy this sheet as many times as you have entries. Then staple one entry to each form and enclose with Press Day registration. Be sure to complete all information below.

(PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT LEGIBLY)

Contest Name: ________________________________________________________________________________
Publication Name: _____________________________________________________________________________
Contestant: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Date of Publication: ____________________________________________________________________________
Adviser: _____________________________________________________________________________________

It is possible for no winners to be chosen in a category. In addition, the Press Day board requests a narrative outlining any unique problems faced in the production of the newspaper, including prior review.

A school or teen section may submit as many as three entries in each category (see Form N4, “Individual Newspaper Awards and Judging Criteria”). Each entry submitted must be by a different writer, photographer, artist. **No student may enter the same category twice except layout/design entries, which may be done by the same student(s).** The school must be a member of the TCJA (membership fees are included with registration and the “contest entry fee.”).

Judging will be based on Divisions that are determined by a number of factors (i.e., curricular, extracurricular, teen; budget; staff; ect.). Please be sure to indicate this information on your registration form.

**Clip and paste up the entry** on an 8 ½’ by 11” sheet of paper, and fill out a copy of this form for each entry (the form may be reproduced as many times as you have entries). Staple the completed form to each entry.

**Include the original glossy photos with photography entries.** (Schools with digital cameras need to note that photos are digital and need not submit glossies.)

**IMPORTANT! IF THESE RULES ARE NOT FOLLOWED, THE ENTRY WILL BE DISQUALIFIED.**

Entries must be postmarked by March 28 to be considered for awards.